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(57) ABSTRACT 
The present disclosure provides an apparatus including: one 
or more needle-like bases enabled to be inserted into the 
brain; a first electrode having a first impedance and enabling 
an input of an electric activity of a nucleus with which the first 
electrode comes into contact; and a second electrode having a 
second impedance lower than the first impedance and being 
able to output an electric stimulation to the nucleus, wherein 
the first electrode is provided at a tip portion of at least one of 
the bases, and the second electrode is provided on a part of the 
at least one of the bases at a position identical to a position of 
at least one of the first electrode or on a proximal side with 
respect to the first electrode, in a direction along along axis of 
the base on which the first electrode is provided. 
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APPARATUS FOR ACQUIRINGELECTRIC 
ACTIVITY IN THE BRAIN AND 
UTILIZATION OF THE SAME 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. The present specification refers to apparatus for 
acquiring an electric activity and utilization of the apparatus 
for acquiring electric activity. 

DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART 

0002 Conventionally, treatments targeted at a particular 
site of the brain in a human being or the like have been carried 
out, and using monkeys and the like, studies on an electric 
activity of the particular site of the brain have also been 
conducted. 

0003 Stereotactic surgery is one of treatment approaches 
for human patients. The stereotactic Surgery is applied to 
basal ganglia dysfunctions such as Parkinson's disease and 
dystonia. An example of the stereotaxy is a treatment of 
destroying nerve cells in an abnormally firing site by thermo 
coagulation or burying an electrode for applying an electric 
stimulation so as to allow for an appropriate activity (deep 
brain stimulation (Dm)). 
0004. During the stereotactic surgery in which a particular 
nucleus in the brain is a target site, normally, the target site is 
roughly identified by MRI or the like, a skull is removed with 
an excised diameter of approximately 2 cm under local anes 
thesia, and a needle like component with a recording elec 
trode is slowly inserted through an opening to a site expected 
to be the target site. During the insertion, spontaneous neural 
activities of the insertion site is recorded through the record 
ing electrode or neural activities related to movement of 
upper and lower extremities which are associated with sen 
sory input are recoded, to determine whether or not the inser 
tion site is the target site. 
0005. Furthermore, in the studies using monkeys and the 

like, a needle like component with a diameter of approxi 
mately 500 micrometers is used which includes a recording 
electrode at a tip portion of the needle like component and 
which can be inserted into the brain. Also for human patients, 
after Such a recording electrode is used to identify the target 
site, a needle like component having a shape similar to the 
shape of the needle like component with the recording elec 
trode and including a simulation electrode is inserted to apply 
the electric stimulation to the target site. Then, the appropri 
ateness of the identification of the target site is checked using, 
as an indicator, symptom improvement or a side effect result 
ing from the electric stimulation. 
0006 Various electrodes buried in the stereotactic surgery 
have been provided. For example, an electrode apparatus has 
been disclosed which includes a needle-like metal electrode 
main body and a plurality of electrode groups provided on the 
electrode main body (Japanese Patent Application Laid-open 
No. 2011-36360). In the electrode apparatus, the potential of 
the expected target site is measured by a tip portion of the 
electrode main body. Furthermore, an electrode apparatus has 
been disclosed in which a large number of electrodes are 
provided on a surface of a base portion of the needle like 
component (Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 
2007-325652). 
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0009. However, even the above-described needle-like 
electrode for studies only identifies the target site in the brain 
based on the spontaneous neural activity or sensory input. 
Therefore, the identification of the target site is often difficult, 
and the target site has not always been reliably identified. 
Furthermore, even when the target site is successfully 
detected by the recording electrode, installation of the stimu 
lation electrode at the same site is not necessarily ensured. 
Thus, it has sometimes been difficult to detect symptom 
improvement or a side effect serving as an indicator indicat 
ing whether or not the insertion site is the target site when the 
electric stimulation is applied. 
0010 Furthermore, Japanese Patent Application Laid 
open No. 2011-36360 and Japanese Patent Application Laid 
openNo. 2007-325652 disclose that the buried electrodeused 
for the stereotactic surgery includes the plurality of electrodes 
and that one of the electrodes may be used as the recording 
electrode, whereas one of the electrodes may be used as the 
stimulation electrode. However, it is still difficult to identify 
the target site based on the spontaneous neural activity or 
sensory input using the recording electrode and to identify the 
target site using the electric stimulation. 
0011. As described above, at present, although the record 
ing electrode measuring the spontaneous neural activity or 
sensory input and the stimulation electrode applying stimu 
lation are available, no apparatus suitable for reliable identi 
fication of the target site in the brain is known. 

BRIEF SUMMARY 

0012. An object of the present specification is to provide 
an apparatus for acquiring electric activity Suitable for iden 
tification of the target site in the brain and utilization of the 
apparatus for acquiring electric activity. 
0013 The present inventors conducted various studies on 
the identification of the target site in the brain to obtain 
knowledge that, when the electric stimulation is applied to a 
site in the brain, the site exhibits a characteristic electric 
activity (discharge pattern). That is, the recording electrode is 
placed in the brain. The electric stimulation is applied through 
he stimulation electrode placed at or near the recording elec 
trode. The electric activity induced by the stimulation is 
recorded through the recording electrode as the electric activ 
ity. The present inventors have obtained knowledge that the 
induced electric activity of this type is nucleus (in the brain)- 
specific, for the first time. Moreover, the present inventors 
have obtained knowledge that the above-described knowl 
edge is used as an indicator in targeting a particular site in the 
brain, to allow the target site to be accurately and easily 
identified. Based on these pieces of knowledge, the present 
specification provides the following means. 
0014 (1) An apparatus for acquiring electric activity in the 
brain, comprising: 
one or more needle-like bases enabled to be inserted into 
the brain; 
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a first electrode having a first impedance and enabling an 
input of an electric activity of a nucleus with which the first 
electrode comes into contact; and 
a second electrode having a second impedance lower than 
the first impedance and being able to output an electric 
stimulation to the nucleus, wherein 
the first electrode is provided at a tip portion of at least one 
of the one or more bases, and the second electrode is 
provided on a part of the at least one of the one or more 
bases at a position identical to a position of at least one of 
the first electrode or on a proximal side with respect to the 
first electrode, in a direction along along axis of the base on 
which the first electrode is provided. 

00.15 (2) The apparatus according to (1), wherein the 
apparatus is configured to receive, from the first electrode, 
the electric activity induced based on the electric stimula 
tion output from the second electrode. 

0016 (3) The apparatus according to (1) or (2), wherein 
the second electrode is provided on the base provided with 
the first electrode at the tip portion. 

0017 (4) The apparatus according to any of (1) to (3), 
wherein the second electrode includes a pair of an anode 
and a cathode. 

0018 (5) The apparatus according to any of (1) to (4), 
wherein the second electrode is provided within a range in 
which the second electrode is placed in the same nucleus as 
the nucleus in which the first electrode is placed. 

0019 (6) The apparatus according to (5), wherein a dis 
tance between the first electrode and the second electrode 
along a long axis direction of the base provided with the 
first electrode is at most 200 micrometers. 

0020 (7) The apparatus according to (6), wherein the dis 
tance is at most 100 micrometers. 

0021 (8) The apparatus according to any of (1) to (7), 
wherein the one or more bases each comprise one or more 
terminals enabled to be connected to an output apparatus 
that outputs the electric stimulation from the second elec 
trode and an input apparatus that acquires the electric activ 
ity induced by the electric stimulation and received from 
the first electrode. 

0022 (9) The apparatus according to any of (1) to (8), 
wherein the nucleus is one of a component nucleus of basal 
ganglia or a thalamus. 

0023 (10) The apparatus according to (9), wherein the 
component nucleus is one selected from the group consist 
ing of an internal segment of a globus pallidus, an external 
segment of the globus pallidus, a putamen, a caudate 
nucleus, a Ventral striatum, a Ventral pallidum, a subtha 
lamic nucleus, and a substantia nigra. 

0024 (11) An apparatus for identifying a target site in the 
brain, comprising: 
one or more needle-like bases enabled to be inserted into 
the brain; 
a first electrode having a first impedance and enabling an 
input of an electric activity of a possible target site with 
which the first electrode comes into contact; and 
a second electrode having a second impedance lower than 
the first impedance and being able to output an electric 
stimulation to the possible target site, wherein 
the first electrode is provided at a tip portion of at least one 
of the one or more bases, and the second electrode is 
provided on a part of the at least one of the one or more 
bases at a position identical to a position of at least one of 
the first electrode or on a proximal side with respect to the 
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first electrode, in a direction along along axis of the base on 
which the first electrode is provided. 

0025 (12) The apparatus according to (11), where the 
apparatus identifies the target site by acquiring the electric 
activity which is induced based on the electric stimulation 
output from the second electrode and which is input from 
the first electrode. 

0026 (13) An apparatus for stimulating a target site in the 
brain, comprising: 
one or more needle-like bases enabled to be inserted into 
the brain; 
a first electrode having a first impedance and enabling an 
input of an electric activity of a contact site; and 
a second electrode having a second impedance lower than 
the first impedance and being able to output an electric 
stimulation to the contact site or a vicinity of the contact 
site, wherein 
the first electrode is provided at a tip portion of at least one 
of the one or more bases, and the second electrode is 
provided on a part of the at least one of the one or more 
bases at a position identical to a position of at least one of 
the first electrode or on a proximal side with respect to the 
first electrode, in a direction along along axis of the base on 
which the first electrode is provided. 

0027 (14) The apparatus according to claim 13, wherein 
the apparatus identifies the target site by acquiring the 
electric activity which is induced based on the electric 
stimulation output from the second electrode and which is 
input from the first electrode, and outputs the electric 
stimulation to the target site from the second electrode. 

0028 (15) An apparatus improving or treating an electric 
activity of a target site in the brain, the apparatus compris 
ing: 
one or more needle-like bases enabled to be inserted into 
the brain; 
a first electrode having a first impedance and enabling an 
input of an electric activity of a contact site; and 
a second electrode having a second impedance lower than 
the first impedance and being able to output an electric 
stimulation to the contact site or a vicinity of the contact 
site, wherein 
the first electrode is provided at a tip portion of at least one 
of the one or more bases, and the second electrode is 
provided on a part of the at least one of the one or more 
bases at a position identical to a position of at least one of 
the first electrode or on a proximal side with respect to the 
first electrode, in a direction along along axis of the base on 
which the first electrode is provided. 

0029 (16) The apparatus according to (15), which identi 
fies the target site by acquiring the electric activity which is 
induced based on the electric stimulation output from the 
second electrode and which is input from the first elec 
trode, the apparatus outputting the electric stimulation to 
the target site through the second electrode. 

0030 (17) A system for recording an electric activity in the 
brain, comprising: 
the apparatus for acquiring electric activity in the brain 
according to any of (1) to (10); 
an output apparatus that outputs an electric stimulation 
from the second electrode: 
an input apparatus that acquires the electric activity 
induced by the electric stimulation and recorded from the 
first electrode; and 
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a control apparatus that determines whether or not an inser 
tion site of the first electrode is a preset particular nucleus, 
based on the acquired electric activity and an electric activ 
ity characteristic of the particular nucleus. 

0031 (18) The system according to (17), wherein the out 
put apparatus or the control apparatus controls a current 
value and/or a current waveform of the electric stimulation 
output from the second electrode. 

0032 (19) The system according to (17) or (18), further 
comprising a storage apparatus, the storage apparatus stor 
ing the electric activity characteristic of the preset particu 
lar nucleus. 

0033 (20) The system according to (19), wherein the stor 
age apparatus stores the electric activity characteristic of 
the preset particular nucleus. 

0034 (21) The system according to any of (17) to (20), 
further comprising a display apparatus that displays the 
electric activity received from the first electrode. 

0035 (22) A method for operating a system for acquiring 
electric activity, the system including: 

0036 the apparatus for acquiring electric activity in the 
brain according to any of (1) to (10); 

an output apparatus that outputs an electric stimulation 
from the second electrode: 
an input apparatus that acquires the electric activity 
induced by the electric stimulation and recorded from the 
first electrode; and 
a control apparatus, 
the method comprising: 
the output apparatus outputting the electric stimulation to 
an insertion site of the first electrode or a vicinity of the 
insertion site from the second electrode, and 
the input apparatus acquiring the electric activity induced 
by the electric stimulation and recorded from the first elec 
trode. 

0037 (23) A method for improving or treating an electric 
activity of a target site in the brain, 
the method, in use of the apparatus for acquiring electric 
activity according to any of (1) to (10), the apparatus 
executing: 
a step of identifying the target site by acquiring the electric 
activity which is induced based on the electric stimulation 
output from the second electrode and which is input from 
the first electrode; and 
a step of outputting the electric stimulation to the target site 
by the second electrode. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

0038 FIG. 1 is a diagram showing an example of compo 
nent nuclei of the basal ganglia and a specific electric activity; 
0039 FIG. 2 is a diagram showing an example of an appa 
ratus for acquiring electric activity and a system disclosed 
herein; 
0040 FIG.3 is a diagram showing another example of the 
apparatus for acquiring electric activity disclosed herein; 
0041 FIG. 4 is a diagram showing an example of an appa 
ratus for acquiring electric activity induced when single 
stimulation is applied to the internal segment and the external 
segment of the globus pallidus; 
0042 FIG. 5 is a diagram showing an example of the 
electric activity induced when repetitive stimulation is 
applied to the internal segment and the external segment of 
the globus pallidus; 
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0043 FIG. 6 is a diagram showing an apparatus for acquir 
ing electric activity used in an example; 
0044 FIG. 7A is a diagram showing the electric activity 
induced by the application of the single stimulation to the 
internal segment of the globus pallidus; 
0045 FIG. 7B is a diagram showing the electric activity 
induced by the application of the single stimulation to the 
internal segment of the globus pallidus; 
0046 FIG. 7C is a diagram showing the electric activity 
induced by the application of the single stimulation to the 
internal segment of the globus pallidus; 
0047 FIG. 8A is a diagram showing the electric activity 
induced by the application of the repetitive stimulation to the 
internal segment of the globus pallidus; 
0048 FIG. 8B is a diagram showing the electric activity 
induced by the application of the repetitive stimulation to the 
internal segment of the globus pallidus; 
0049 FIG. 8C is a diagram showing the electric activity 
induced by the application of the repetitive stimulation to the 
internal segment of the globus pallidus; 
0050 FIG. 9A is a diagram showing the electric activity 
induced by the application of the single stimulation and the 
repetitive stimulation to the external segment of the globus 
pallidus; and 
0051 FIG.9B is a diagram showing the electric activity 
induced by the application of the single stimulation and the 
repetitive stimulation to the external segment of the globus 
pallidus. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0.052 A disclosure herein relates to an apparatus for 
acquiring electric activity in the brain and utilization of the 
apparatus. The present specification is based on following 
new knowledge. The present inventors has obtained knowl 
edge that, when electric stimulation is applied through a 
recording electrode placed in the brain and a stimulation 
electrode placed at the same position as that of the recording 
electrode or near the recording electrode, the brain site-spe 
cific electric activity is recorded through the recording elec 
trode. A summary of the knowledge is shown in FIG. 1. 
0053 As shown in FIG. 1, the recording electrode and the 
stimulation electrode are introduced into a particular nucleus 
in the brain, and a current with a predetermined current value 
and a predetermined waveform is output from the stimulation 
electrode. Then, the particular electric activity is recorded 
according to the brain site. Regardless of whether the applied 
electric stimulation is single stimulation or repetitive stimu 
lation, the specific electric activity can be acquired as shown 
in FIG. 4 and FIG. 5. The specific electric activity is observed 
using a Voltage waveform (raw waveform) based on action 
potential and raster displays or histograms based on the action 
potential. The present inventors examined various sites in the 
brain to come to a conclusion that the induced electric activity 
of this type is brain site-specific. 
0054 The apparatus for acquiring electric activity dis 
closed herein includes a first electrode having a first imped 
ance and to which an electric activity of a nucleus with which 
the first electrode comes into contact is enabled to be input, 
and a second electrode having a second impedance lower than 
the first impedance and which is enabled to output an electric 
stimulation to the nucleus or a vicinity thereof. Moreover, the 
first electrode is provided at a tip portion of at least one of the 
one or more bases, and the second electrode is provided on a 
part of the at least one of the one or more bases at a position 
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identical to a position of at least one of the first electrode or on 
a proximal side with respect to the first electrode, in a direc 
tion along a long axis of the base on which the first electrode 
is provided. Adoption of this configuration allows the electric 
stimulation to be applied to the nucleus with which the first 
electrode comes into contact or to the vicinity of the nucleus 
so that a nucleus-specific electric activity induced by the 
electric stimulation is input to the first electrode. Thus, the 
present apparatus can acquire the nucleus-specific electric 
activity induced by the electric stimulation. 
0055. Furthermore, the present apparatus can search for 
the nucleus-specific electric activity, a disease-specific elec 
tric activity, or an individual-specific electric activity in the 
brain. 
0056 Moreover, the present apparatus may be used not 
only to acquire the electric activity but also to identify a target 
site. This is because the brain site-specific electric activity can 
be used to determine whether or not an insertion site of the 
first electrode is the intended target site. The acquired electric 
activity is compared with a pre-acquired brain site-specific 
electric activity to enable easy and reproducible determina 
tion of whether or not the insertion site of the first electrode is 
the intended brain site. 
0057 Moreover, the present apparatus can apply the elec 

tric stimulation to the target site. When the target site is 
identified by the first electrode, the second electrode can 
output a stimulation current to the target site because the 
second electrode is arranged at or near the first electrode. 
Output of the stimulation current allows symptom improve 
ment or exertion of a side effect to be checked for, enabling 
check of whether or not the first electrodeposition is the target 
site. Furthermore, the second electrode outputs a stimulation 
current for treatment to improve the electric activity of the 
target site, thus allowing an associated disease to be improved 
and treated. 
0058. A system including, besides the present apparatus, 
an output apparatus that can output the electric stimulation 
from the second electrode, an input apparatus to which the 
electric activity from the first electrode can be input, and a 
control apparatus that makes determination on the acquired 
electric activity may be used to acquire the electric activity of 
the nucleus, search for the nucleus-specific electric activity, 
identify the target site, apply electric stimulation to the target 
site, and improve and treat the electric activity of the target 
site. 
0059) Typical and non-limiting specific examples of the 
disclosures of the Description are explained in detail below 
with reference to the drawings. These detailed explanations 
are aimed simply at showing preferred examples of the dis 
closures of the Description in detail so that they can be imple 
mented by a person skilled in the art, and are not intended to 
limit the scope of the disclosures of the Description. The 
additional features and disclosures disclosed below may be 
used separately or together with other features and teachings 
to provide a further improved apparatus for acquiring electric 
activity in brain or the like. 
0060. The combinations of features and steps disclosed in 
the detailed explanations below are not essential for imple 
menting the disclosures of the Description in the broadest 
sense, and are presented only for purposes of explaining 
typical examples of the disclosures of the Description in 
particular. Moreover, the various features of the typical 
examples above and below and the various features described 
in the independent and dependent claims do not have to be 
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combined in the same way as in the specific examples 
described here, or in the listed order, when providing addition 
useful embodiments of the disclosures of the Description. 
0061 All features described in the Description and/or 
Claims are intended as individual and independent disclo 
Sures restricting the initial disclosures and the claimed matter 
specifying the teaching, separately from the constitution of 
features described in the Examples and/or Claims. Moreover, 
all descriptions of numerical ranges and groups or sets are 
intended to include intermediate configurations for purposes 
of restricting the initial disclosures and the claimed matter 
specifying the teaching. 
0062 (Apparatus For Acquiring Electric Activity in the 
Brain and the System With the Apparatus) 
0063 FIG. 2 shows a form of an apparatus for acquiring 
electric activity 2 disclosed hereinanda system 100 including 
the apparatus for acquiring electric activity 2. As shown in 
FIG. 2, the apparatus for acquiring electric activity 2 may 
include one or more needle-like bases 4 that may be inserted 
into the brain, a first electrode 10 having a first impedance and 
to which the electric activity of the nucleus with which the 
first electrode 10 comes into contact may be input, and a 
second electrode 20 having a second impedance lower than 
the first impedance and which may output the electric stimu 
lation to the nucleus. 
0064 (Base) 
0065. The base 4 is shaped like a needle that can be 
inserted into the brain. The base 4 is not particularly limited as 
long as the base 4 may be inserted into the brain 4. The base 
4 may be shaped like a rod or a band, and a cross-sectional 
shape of the base 4 is not particularly limited. A length of a 
portion of the base 4, which is inserted and placed in the brain, 
is normally about 80 mm to 160 mm. Furthermore, when the 
base 4 is, for example, circular in cross section, the base 4 is 
approximately 300 micrometers to approximately 1,000 
micrometers. 
0066. A tip of the base 4 is preferably more pointed than a 
proximal side so as to be easily inserted into the brain. Typi 
cally, examples of the shape include a cone and a truncated 
cone. For example, the diameter at a vicinity of the tip portion 
may be at least approximately 5 micrometers and at most 
approximately 100 micrometers. 
0067. One base 4 may be provided or two or more bases 4 
may be provided. When the two or more bases 4 are provided, 
for example, one first electrode described below may be pro 
vided at the tip portion of one of the bases 4, and another first 
electrode 10 may be provided at the tip portion of another of 
the bases 4. Furthermore, the second electrode 20 described 
below may also be provided on a part of the base 4. When the 
two or more bases 4 are provided, the plurality of bases 4 is 
preferably integrated each other so as to be bundled along a 
long axis direction of the bases 4. Additionally, when the two 
or more bases 4 are used, the bases 4 are preferably configured 
to move relative to one another or such that one of the bases 4 
moves along the long axis direction relative to another of the 
bases 4, so as to enable adjustment of an inter-electrode 
distance between the first electrode 10 and the second elec 
trode 20 or positions of the first electrode 10 and the second 
electrode 20. 
0068 A material for the base 4 is not particularly limited, 
and any of well-known materials used for insertion into the 
brain may be selected and used as needed. For example, a 
material is used which is strong or rigid enough to be inserted 
into the brain and which itself has an insulating property, is 
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non-toxic to living organisms, and does not react with the 
living organisms. Alternatively, for example, a conductive 
material with Such an appropriate rigidity may be coated with 
an insulating material or the like. 
0069 (First Electrode) 
0070 The first electrode 10 has the first impedance and is 
configured such that the electric activity of the nucleus with 
which the first electrode 10 comes into contact can be input. 
The first impedance of the first electrode 10 is preferably 
configured to fall within a range Suitable for recording the 
electric activity of the nucleus or cells in the brain with which 
the first electrode 10 comes into contact. This is to eliminate 
noise to record the electric activity of a single nerve cell or a 
plurality of nerve cells as well as possible. The first imped 
ance is determined from the above-described perspectives. 
The first impedance is also determined in accordance with a 
type of the intended nucleus or cells in the brain and a type of 
the electric activity to be input, as needed. 
0071. The first impedance may be at least approximately 
0.6 megaohms and at most approximately 1.5 megaohms 
when measured at 1 kHz. Within this range, the electric activ 
ity of the single nerve cell or the plurality of nerve cells in a 
limited area in a nerve nucleus can be effectively recorded. To 
acquire the above-described first impedance, it is effective to 
use a material with appropriate resistance to reduce an elec 
trode area. Examples of a material for the above-described 
first electrode 10 include Elgiloy, tungsten, and platinum 
iridium. In the specification, the impedance is measured at a 
frequency of 1 kHz and at a temperature of at least 20 degrees 
centigrade and at most 40 degrees centigrade and preferably 
at a temperature close to a body temperature of mammals, 
more specifically, at least 30 degrees centigrade and at most 
40 degrees centigrade. 
0072. The first electrode 10 may be provided at the tip 
portion of the base 4, and a form of the first electrode 10 is not 
particularly limited. The first electrode 10 may provide a 
pointed tip portion of the base 4 formed of an insulating 
material. Furthermore, the first electrode 10 may be config 
ured to cover at least a part of the pointed tip portion of the 
base 4 formed of the insulating material. 
0073. As shown in FIG. 2, the at least one first electrode 10 
may be provided at the tip portion of the one base 4. For 
example, as shown in FIG. 3, the two or more first electrodes 
10 may be provided at the respective tip portions of the 
bundled different bases 4 as needed. For example, the first 
electrodes 10 may be prepared for different positions (differ 
ent depths), different impedances, or the like so that the 
different first electrode 10 is used as a recording (input) 
electrode as needed. 

0074 The first electrode 10 can be connected to an input 
apparatus 30 to which the electric activity of the nucleus or 
cells with which the first electrode 10 comes into contact is 
input. That is, wiring 12 that can be connected to the input 
apparatus 30 is connected to the first electrode 10. For 
example, as shown in FIG. 2, an end of the wiring 12 that is 
different from an end of the wiring 12 connected to the first 
electrode 10 is connected to the input apparatus 30 via an 
appropriate I/O terminal 14. The input apparatus 30 is an 
apparatus that acquires the electric activity input by the first 
electrode. The wiring 12 is appropriately arranged with 
respect to the base 4. Disposition of the wiring 12 may be 
determined by those skilled in the art according to a shape of 
the base 4 or the like as needed. The terminal 14 and the input 
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apparatus 30 can be connected together using an appropriate 
plug including the wiring extending from the input apparatus 
3O. 

(0075 (Second Electrode) 
0076. The second electrode 20 has the second impedance 
and is formed to be able to output the electric stimulation to 
the nucleus or cells with which the first electrode 10 comes 
into contact. The second impedance of the second electrode 
20 is set lower than the first impedance of the first electrode 10 
so as to be suitable for application of the electric stimulation. 
The second impedance is also determined depending on the 
intended nucleus or cells in the brain or the type of the electric 
stimulation to be output, as needed. 
0077. The second impedance is not particularly limited 
but may be, for example, at least approximately 10 kiloohms 
and at most approximately 500 kiloohms as measured at 1 
kHz. This is because this range allows a sufficient amount of 
current to be passed with an applied Voltage of approximately 
100V. To acquire the above-described second impedance, it is 
effective to increase the electrode area or use a material with 
an appropriate resistance. Examples of a material for the 
above-described second electrode 20 include Elgiloy, tung 
Sten, platinum, and stainless steel. 
0078. The second electrode 20 is provided on the base 4 at 
a position identical to the position of the first electrode 10 or 
on a proximal side with respect to the first electrode 10 in a 
direction along a long axis of the base 4 on which the first 
electrode 10 is provided. Thus, application of the electric 
stimulation through the second electrode 20 allows input of 
the nucleus-specific electric activity through the first elec 
trode 10. 
(0079. As shown in FIG. 2, the second electrode 20 may be 
provided at the tip portion of the base 4 itself provided with 
the first electrode 10 at the tip portion thereof or on the 
proximal side with respect to the tip portion. Then, the single 
base 4 is provided with the first electrode 10 and the second 
electrode 20, allowing the apparatus to be made less invasive. 
0080 Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 3, the second elec 
trode 20 may be provided at the tip portion of the base 4 that 
is different from the base 4 provided with the first electrode 10 
at the tip portion thereof. Then, a combination of the first 
electrode 10 and the second electrode 20 can be acquired 
using the simple configuration. Moreover, when a plurality of 
the bases 4 is configured to be movable relative to one another 
along the long axis direction of the bases 4, a distance 
between the first electrode 10 and the second electrode 20 can 
be easily adjusted. 
I0081 Furthermore, regardless of whether the second elec 
trode 20 is provided on the base 4 that is provided with the first 
electrode 10 or on the base 4 that differs from the base 4 that 
is provided with the first electrode 10, the second electrode 20 
may be provided which is arranged at a different distance 
from the first electrode 10. Then, selection of the second 
electrode 20 for use as needed allows acquisition of the elec 
tric activity in a case with the different distance between the 
first electrode 10 and the second electrode 20. 
I0082. When provided on the base 4 with the first electrode 
10, the second electrode 20 is provided on the proximal side 
with respect to the tip portion of the base 4. When provided on 
the base 4 different from the base 4 that is provided with the 
first electrode 10, the second electrode 20 may be provided at 
the tip portion of the different base 4 or on the proximal side. 
I0083. The second electrode 20 may be provided on the 
base 4 in any form, for example, as long as the second elec 
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trode 20 is formed to output the electric stimulation to the 
nucleus or cells with which the first electrode 10 comes into 
contact or to the vicinity of the nucleus or cells. For example, 
the second electrode 20 may be provided like a ring around 
the base 4 as shown in FIG. 2. Furthermore, the second 
electrode 20 may be provided like a band corresponding to an 
incomplete ring. Moreover, the second electrode 20 may be 
applied to a Surface of the base 4 in an electrode pattern in an 
appropriate two- or three-dimensional form. 
0084. The position of the second electrode 20 with respect 

to the first electrode 10 is not particularly limited. For 
example, when the first electrode 10 is placed at a certain 
component nucleus of basal ganglia, the second electrode 20 
may be provided at Such a position (distance) where the 
second electrode 20 is arranged at another component 
nucleus. For example, when the first electrode 10 is posi 
tioned at the internal segment of the globus pallidus, the 
second electrode 20 may also be provided at such a position 
(in Such an arrangement) where the second electrode 20 is 
also positioned at the internal segment of the globus pallidus. 
Alternatively, the second electrode 20 may be provided at any 
position other than the internal segment of the globus palli 
dus, for example, at the external segment of the globus palli 
dus or at another component nucleus. A positional relation 
between the first electrode 10 and the second electrode 20 is 
determined as needed. 

I0085 Preferably, as shown in FIG. 2, the second electrode 
20 is provided in the same nucleus as that in which the first 
electrode 10 is positioned. Acquisition of the electric activity 
induced by application of the electric stimulation to the same 
nucleus or cells allows the nucleus-specific electric activity to 
be easily acquired. 
0.086 Such a distance between the first electrode 10 and 
the second electrode 20 varies according to a pattern of the 
applied electric stimulation, a type of the target nucleus, or a 
type or age of an individual. An appropriate distance can be 
determined by evaluating the distance between the first elec 
trode 10 and the second electrode 20 and a tendency of acqui 
sition of the electric activity induced by the electric stimula 
tion. Typically, the distance between the first electrode 10 and 
the second electrode 20 along the long axis direction of the 
base 4 with the first electrode 10 may beat most appropriately 
200 micrometers. This is because this range allows the first 
electrode 10 and the second electrode 20 to be placed in the 
same nucleus in many cases, and also enables the first elec 
trode 10 to effectively detect the electric activity induced by 
the electric stimulation output from the second electrode 20. 
More preferably, the distance is at most 100 micrometers. 
Additionally, the distance is at least 0 micrometers, but pref 
erably at least 10 micrometers and more preferably at least 20 
micrometers. 

0087. The second electrode 20 may be provided as an 
electrode (cathode) paired with an electrode (anode) present 
on a patient's body Surface or in another site in the patients 
body. However, as shown in FIG. 2, the second electrode 20 
preferably includes two electrodes corresponding to a pair of 
an anode and a cathode. This allows the predetermined elec 
tric stimulation to be reliably applied to the vicinity of the first 
electrode 10. An arrangement form of the second electrode 20 
with the pair of the anode and the cathode is not particularly 
limited. In FIG. 2, the cathode and the anode are arranged in 
this order from the tip side along the long axis direction of the 
base 4. However, the embodiment is not limited to this 
arrangement. A distance between the anode and the cathode 
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of the pair of the anode and the cathode of the second elec 
trode 20 is not particularly limited. However, the distance 
may be set to at least approximately 300 micrometers and at 
most approximately 1,000 micrometers and more preferably 
to at least approximately 400 micrometers and at most 
approximately 600 micrometers in order to allow the local 
ized target to be sufficiently stimulated. 
I0088 An output apparatus 40 that allows the second elec 
trode 20 to output the electric stimulation is connected to the 
second electrode 20. Wiring 22 that can be connected to the 
output apparatus 40 is connected to the second electrode 20. 
For example, as shown in FIG. 2, an opposite end of the 
wiring 22 to an end thereof connected to the second electrode 
20 is connected to the output apparatus 40 via an appropriate 
I/O terminal 24. The wiring 22 is appropriately arranged with 
respect to the base 4. Disposition of the wiring 22 may be 
determined by those skilled in the art according to the shape 
of the base 4 or the like as needed. The terminal 24 and the 
output apparatus 40 can be connected together using an 
appropriate plug including the wiring extending from the 
output apparatus 40. 
I0089. A system for acquiring electric activity including 
the apparatus 2 will be described below. The system 100 
includes, besides the apparatus 2, the input apparatus 30, the 
output apparatus 40, a control apparatus 50, and a monitor 60. 
(0090 (Output Apparatus) 
0091. The output apparatus 40 receives a supply of elec 

tricity from a power supply 42 provided in or outside the 
output apparatus 40 and can convert the electricity such that 
the electricity has an appropriate current value or waveform 
and supply the resultant electricity to the second electrode 20. 
A predetermined current output by the output apparatus 40 
may be intended to apply the electric stimulation for allowing 
the first electrode 10 to acquire the nucleus-specific electric 
activity or to confirm that the nucleus with which the first 
electrode 10 comes into contact is the target site. Control of 
the current value and the waveform in the output apparatus 40 
is performed by the control apparatus 50 described below. 
0092 (Input Apparatus) 
0093. The input apparatus 30 can appropriately acquire 
and amplify the electric activity received from the first elec 
trode 10. Analysis of a current acquired from the first elec 
trode 10 is performed by the control apparatus 50. 
0094 (Control Apparatus) 
0.095 The control apparatus 50 is configured as a normal 
computer and includes a hard diskanda RAM besides a CPU. 
The control apparatus 50 executes a control program held in 
the hard disk to transmit a control signal to the output appa 
ratus 40 to output the predetermined current value and wave 
form through the second electrode 20. Furthermore, the con 
trol apparatus 50 executes the control program held in the 
hard disk to process the current value and waveform of the 
electric activity acquired from the first electrode 10 to acquire 
information on the electric activity, and stores the information 
in the hard disk and also outputs the information to the moni 
tor 60. 

0096. Moreover, the control apparatus 50 holds, in the 
hard disk, the pre-acquired nucleus-specific electric activity 
(combination of applied electric stimulation and induced 
electric activity) (current value and waveform). The control 
apparatus 50 executes the control program held in the hard 
disk to compare the newly acquired electric activity with the 
pre-acquired nucleus-specific electric activity to identify the 
nucleus or the target site. 
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0097. Now, use of the system 100 shown in FIG. 2 will be 
described. First, before utilization of the system 100, the base 
4 is inserted toward the target site in the basal ganglia (in this 
case, the internal segment of the globus pallidus). Before the 
insertion, normally, a frame is installed on the skull and MRI 
is preformed to roughly identify the target site. Furthermore, 
an insertion direction of the base 4 is determined. Then, under 
local anesthesia, the skull in a frontal part of a head is excised 
with an excised diameter of approximately 2 cm, and the base 
2 is slowly inserted through an opening toward the target site. 
Such an insertion process for the base 2 may be executed 
automatically or by a robot. 
0098. Once the base 4 has been inserted to some degree, 
the control apparatus 50 transmits the control signal to the 
output apparatus 40 to allow the output apparatus 40 to out 
put, through the second electrode 20, predetermined electric 
stimulation suitable for identification of the target site. Upon 
receiving the signal, the output apparatus 40 converts the 
current from the power supply 42 into the predetermined 
electric stimulation and Supplies the electric stimulation to 
the second electrode 20 to allow the second electrode 20 to 
output a predetermined stimulation current. The control appa 
ratus 50 acquires, via the input apparatus 30, the induced 
reaction received from the first electrode 10, records the 
induced reaction in one or more types of desired forms 
selected from raw waveforms, raster displays, and histo 
grams, and also allows the monitor 60 to display the induced 
reaction. The above-described procedure is repeated with the 
base 2 inserted little by little until the first electrode 10 at the 
tip portion reaches and then passes through a site expected to 
be the insertion target site. 
0099. The electric stimulation output from the second 
electrode 20 may be single stimulation as shown in FIG. 4. 
For the single stimulation, for example, when the target site is 
the internal segment of the globus pallidus, inhibition for a 
given period of time follows the stimulation (left figure). 
Furthermore, when the target site is the external segment of 
the globus pallidus, excitation follows the inhibition for the 
given period of time (right figure). As shown in FIG. 5, the 
electric stimulation may be repetitive stimulation. For the 
repetitive stimulation, the electric activity induced by the 
single stimulation is emphasized, preferably leading to a ten 
dency of specificity to become noticeable. As shown in FIG. 
5, application of the repetitive stimulation to the internal 
segment of the globus pallidus results in an extended inhibi 
tion period (left figure). Additionally, when the repetitive 
stimulation is applied to the external segment of the globus 
pallidus, inhibition and excitation occur repeatedly each time 
the stimulation is applied, and strong excitation follows end 
of the stimulation (right figure). 
0100. The electric stimulation is normally provided by 
specifying the current value and the waveform. Thus, various 
stimulation patterns may be configured both in the single 
stimulation and in the repetitive stimulation. For the electric 
stimulation, only the single stimulation, only the repetitive 
stimulation, or a combination of the single stimulation and the 
repetitive stimulation may be applied. A plurality of types of 
the electric stimulation (a plurality of types of single stimu 
lation, a plurality of types of repetitive stimulation, and both 
single stimulation and repetitive stimulation) are combined 
together to allow a more specific and more accurate electric 
activity to be obtained. 
0101 The above-described information on the nucleus 
specific electric activity is pre-acquired to allow the nucleus 
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with which the first electrode 10 comes into contact to be 
easily discriminated from the adjacent tissues for identifica 
tion described below. 

0102 For example, as described above, the internal seg 
ment and the external segment of the globus pallidus are 
easily identified by the single stimulation and/or the repetitive 
stimulation using apparatus 2 for acquiring the electric activ 
ity. 
0103) When the predetermined stimulation current is out 
put from the second electrode 20, the nucleus-specific electric 
activity occurs in the nucleus or a vicinity thereof, and an 
induced current corresponding to the electric activity is input 
to the first electrode 10. The input apparatus 30 amplifies an 
input slight potential and outputs the amplified potential to 
the control apparatus 50. The control apparatus 50 stores the 
potential as new electric activity information and also dis 
plays the information on the monitor 60. A form of the display 
is selected from raw waveforms, raster displays, and histo 
grams as needed. 
0104. The above-described process allows the present sys 
tem 100 to acquire the information on the nucleus-specific 
electric activity induced by the electric stimulation. The sys 
tem can also acquire new information on the nucleus-specific 
electric activity, a disease-specific electric activity, oran indi 
vidual-specific electric activity. 
0105. The system 100 can also execute the following pro 
cess. The control apparatus 50 compares the saved electric 
activity information on one or more target sites with the 
acquired electric activity information to determine whether or 
not the first electrode 10 at the tip portion of the base 4 is 
positioned at the target site. This process allows the target site 
to be identified. Identification of the target site (diseased site) 
is conventionally difficult to achieve only with spontaneous 
electric activity. However, the present system 100 performs 
comparison with the nucleus-specific electric activity infor 
mation to achieve easy and accurate identification of the 
target site. 
0106 The present system, 100 can further execute the 
following process. Upon Successfully determining that the 
position of the first electrode 10 is the target site, the control 
apparatus 50 outputs the control signal to the output apparatus 
40 to allow the output apparatus 40 to output the predeter 
mined stimulation current through the second electrode 20. 
When an effect of the output of the stimulation current from 
the second electrode 20 Such as improvement of a symptom of 
the individual is confirmed, the site with which the first elec 
trode 10 is in contact can be determined to be the target site. 
This enables more accurate identification. Furthermore, if a 
side effect results from the stimulation, the target site can be 
determined to be inappropriate. 
0107. On the other hand, upon failing to affirmatively 
determine that the position of the first electrode 10 is the 
target site, the control apparatus 50 can display a message 
“not the target site' on the monitor 60 and also instruct the 
robot to change the insertion position of the base 2 (to insert 
the base 2 more deeply or shallowly). The above-described 
identification process is repeated to allow the target site to be 
accurately determined. 
0108. As described above, the present system 100 can 
easily acquire the information on the electric activity of the 
nucleus in the brain, more specifically, the information on the 
electric activity induced by the electric stimulation. The 
present system 100 can then acquire or search for the infor 
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mation on the nucleus-specific electric activity in the brainfor 
each individual, each nucleus, or each disease. 
0109 Moreover, since the information on the nucleus 
specific electric activity can be acquired, the present system 
100 enables the nucleus where the first electrode 10 is posi 
tioned to be identified as the particular nucleus or the target 
site based on the pre-acquired information on the specific 
electric activity associated with the nucleus, the disease, and 
the like. 
0110 Moreover, the present system 100 can supply the 
electric stimulation to the particular nucleus or the target site. 
Thus, the identified site can be easily rechecked, allowing 
identification accuracy to be increased. 
0111. The present system is effective for acquiring and 
searching for the electric activity in the brain and identifying 
and stimulating the target site. The site in the brain is not 
particularly limited, but the present system is preferably 
applied to the brain deep part, which is conventionally con 
sidered to be difficult to identify, that is, each component 
nucleus of the basal ganglia. Furthermore, the present system 
is preferable for Stereotactic Surgery for basal ganglia dys 
functions such as Parkinson's disease and dystonia. Specifi 
cally, the site may be the internal segment of the globus 
pallidus, the external segment of the globus pallidus, the 
Subthalamic nucleus, the putamen, the caudate nucleus, the 
ventral striatum, the ventral pallidum, or the like. These com 
ponent nuclei of the basal ganglion are related to basal ganglia 
dysfunctions such as Parkinson's disease, Huntington's dis 
ease, and dystonia, psychiatric disorders such as depression 
and obsessive-compulsive disorder, drug dependence, and the 
like. The present system is effective for improvement and 
treatment of these diseases. 
0112 The above-described apparatus 2 and system 100 
are examples of the apparatus and system disclosed herein, 
and the present teaching is not limited to the apparatus 2 and 
the system 100. Conventionally known various forms are 
applicable to the configurations of the apparatus 2 and the 
system 100. The control apparatus including the CPU and a 
recording apparatus need not be a common computer but may 
be a small-sized chip. 
0113. In the system 100, the control apparatus 50 is pro 
vided independently of the output apparatus 40 and the input 
apparatus 30. However, the present teaching is not limited to 
this. The control apparatus 50 may be configured as two or 
more apparatuses. Some functions of the control apparatus 50 
may be provided in the output apparatus 40, whereas other 
functions of the control apparatus 50 may be provided in the 
input apparatus 30. 
0114. In the above-described system 100, the output appa 
ratus 40 is installed outside a patient’s body. However, the 
present teaching is not limited to this. For example, the output 
apparatus 40 may be installed inside the patient’s body or on 
the patient’s body Surface so that such a stimulation current as 
improves the symptom as needed is output to the target site 
through the second electrode 20. Then, the present apparatus 
2 and system 100 can be utilized as a disease improvement or 
treatment apparatus or system. 
0115 The stimulation current with the current value and 
waveform suitable for disease improvement or treatment is 
well known to those skilled in the art and can be acquired for 
each disease or each individual as needed. 
0116. When the apparatus 2 and the system 100 are 
intended to improve or treat the disease or the like, the input 
apparatus 30 may be removed from the system 100 after the 
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identification of the target site or provided on the patients 
body surface or inside the patient’s body similarly to the 
output apparatus 40. Likewise, the control apparatus 50 may 
be built into the input apparatus 30 or the output apparatus 40 
or made compact. Moreover, the input apparatus 30 or the 
output apparatus 40 may be configured to be activated in 
accordance with a wireless signal from an external apparatus 
(control apparatus 50 or the like). 
0117 Moreover, in the apparatus 2 and the system 100, the 
base 4 may include a tube through which a particular drug can 
be injected. That is, the tube is provided along the long axis 
direction of the base 4, and the drug is injected to the identi 
fied target site through the tube. Then, an effect of the drug on 
the particular site can be easily checked, and introduction of 
the drug into the particular site is facilitated. The above 
described apparatus 2 and system 100 are effective when the 
improvement or treatment of the disease in the brain is 
intended. 
0118. Furthermore, in the apparatus 2 and the system 100, 
the base 4 may include a member Such as an electrode that 
enables a nucleus to be solidified or cauterized. That is, the 
electrode for Solidification or cauterization is provided along 
the long axis direction of the base 4. Then, the nucleus in the 
identified target site can be easily destroyed. The above 
described apparatus 2 and system 100 are effective when the 
improvement or treatment of the disease in the brain is 
intended. 
0119. In the above-described embodiment, the disclosure 
herein has been described in connection with the apparatus 2 
and the system 100. However, the above-described embodi 
ment may be implemented as usage of the apparatus or the 
system, and a method for operating the apparatus or the 
system and a method for controlling the apparatus or the 
system. That is, the above-described embodiment may be 
implemented as a method for acquiring the electric activity 
using the present apparatus or the present system, a method 
for applying the electric stimulation, a method for identifying 
the target site, a method for searching for the specific electric 
activity, a method for improving or treating the electric activ 
ity in the brain (method for preventing or treating the brain 
related disease), and a method for operating or controlling the 
present apparatus or the present system which method is 
intended for a purpose similar to the purpose of each of the 
above-described methods. 
0.120. The above-described embodiment is applicable to 
human beings and non-human-being primates and other 
experimental animals. The disclosure herein is used in order 
to improve or treat psychiatric and neurological diseases, and 
for the experimental animals, used for studies as well as for 
improvement or treatment of psychiatric and neurological 
diseases. 

EXAMPLE 

I0121 The present teaching will be specifically described 
with reference to an example. However, the following 
example does not limit the present teaching, 
0.122 FIG. 6 shows an apparatus for acquiring electric 
activity used in the example. This apparatus 112 includes 
2-axis bases 114 and 116, and a tip portion of the base 114 that 
reaches a deeper site provides a recording electrode (first 
electrode) 120. The recording electrode 120 is formed by 
using a metal known as Elgiloy as a base material and coating 
the base material with glass except for a tip portion of the 
recording electrode 120. A shaft portion of the base 114 (the 
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whole base 114 except for the tip portion thereof) was 260 
micrometers in diameter. Furthermore, the recording elec 
trode 120 had an impedance of 0.8 megaohoms (measured at 
1 kHz). The apparatus 112 includes a glass tube provided 
along the base 114 and through which a drug is injected to a 
local site. Furthermore, the other base 116 is formed of 
Elgiloy and a pointed tip portion of the base 116 is not coated 
with glass but is exposed to provide a stimulation electrode 
(second electrode) (-) 130a. A shaft portion of the base 116 is 
260 micrometers in diameter. A tungsten wire coated with 
Teflon (registered trademark) is provided along the other base 
116 to serve as a stimulation electrode (+) 130b. An imped 
ance between the stimulation electrodes 130a and 130b was 
0.4 megaohoms (1 kHz), and a distance between the stimu 
lation electrodes was 500 micrometers. 

0123. The apparatus 112 was inserted into the brain of a 
monkey with a skull partly removed so that the insertion was 
oblique and at 45 degrees to the brain and was directed to the 
external segment of the globus pallidus (GPe) and an internal 
segment of the globus pallidus (GPi). FIG. 6 is a cross 
sectional view of the brain of the monkey taken along a plane 
parallel to a front Surface of a face (coronal section) and 
shows that both the recording electrode 120 and the stimula 
tion electrodes 130a and 130b all have reached the internal 
segment of the globus pallidus (GPi). 
0.124. Then, the electric activity of neurons in the internal 
segment of the globus pallidus (GPi) was recorded when 
single stimulation (a rectangular wave with a duration of 200 
microseconds and a single phase) was applied to the internal 
segment of the globus pallidus (results of a plurality of stimu 
lations were added together). The results are shown in FIG. 7. 
FIG. 7A shows raw waveforms that are superimposition of 
results of a plurality of Stimulations (upper section) and the 
raw waveforms from which noise generated at the time of the 
stimulations has been removed (lower section). Points in time 
of the stimulations are shown by arrows. As shown in FIG. 
7A, neural activities have been found to be inhibited some 
time after the stimulation. FIG. 7B shows records of the 
electric activity shown in FIG. 7A in raster displays (nerve 
excitation is shown by dots and reactions to the stimulation 
are aligned at each point in time of stimulation and arranged 
in order from above to below according to the number of 
stimulations) and in histograms (created by adding raster 
displays together). The left figure shows the results of stimu 
lationata stimulation intensity of 30 microamperes. The right 
figure shows the results of stimulation at a stimulation inten 
sity of 50 microamperes. As shown in FIG. 7B, the neural 
activities are inhibited after the stimulation, and a duration of 
the inhibition increases consistently with stimulation inten 
sity. 
0.125 Moreover, FIG. 7C shows a figure in which an axis 
of abscissas indicates a distance between the recording elec 
trode 120 and the stimulation electrode (-) 130a and in which 
an axis of ordinate indicates the duration of the inhibition. 
Blank Squares indicate the stimulation at 30 microamperes. 
Filled circles indicate the stimulation at 50 microamperes. As 
shown in FIG. 7C, the duration of the inhibition increases 
with decreasing distance (e.g., 0 micrometers, 10 microme 
ters, 20 micrometers, 50 micrometers, and 70 micrometers) 
between the recording electrode 120 and the stimulation elec 
trode (-) 130a. However, the inhibition can be observed when 
the duration of the inhibition is at most 200 micrometers and 
is appropriately observed when the duration of the inhibition 
is at most 100 micrometers. 
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0.126 Then, the electric activity of the neurons in the inter 
nal segment of the globus pallidus (GPi) in response to repeti 
tive stimulation to the internal segment of the globus pallidus 
was recorded (results of a plurality of stimulations were 
added together). The results are shown in FIG.8. FIGS. 8A to 
8C show responses to the repetitive stimulation to the internal 
segment of the globus pallidus (GPi) was recorded (10 stimu 
lations at 20 Hz, 50 Hz, and 100 Hz; parameters for a stimu 
lation pulse are the same as the parameters for the single 
stimulation) in raw waveforms, raster displays, and histo 
grams in this order from above to below. A scale for the axis 
of abscissas differs between the raw waveform and both the 
raster display and the histogram. Furthermore, the points in 
time of stimulation are shown by arrows. 
I0127. As is apparent in FIGS. 8A to 8C, for 10 stimula 
tions at 20 Hz, each stimulation resulted in inhibition, fol 
lowed by recovery. However, for 10 stimulations at 50 Hz, and 
for 10 stimulations at 100 Hz, inhibitions gradually merged 
together and the duration of the stimulation was filled with 
only the inhibition. Furthermore, the inhibition has been 
found to last some time after end of the stimulation. 

I0128. Furthermore, the electric activity of neurons in the 
external segment of the globus pallidus (GPe) in response to 
single stimulation and repetitive stimulation to the external 
segment of the globus pallidus was recorded. Results are 
shown in FIG. 9. FIG. 9A indicates that, in response to the 
single stimulation, the neurons in the external segment of the 
globus pallidus exhibit inhibition and then excitation (upper 
section) and that the excitation is enhanced by 10 stimulations 
at 50 Hz and 10 stimulations at 100 Hz (middle section and 
lower section). The neurons in the external segment of the 
globus pallidus exhibit excitation even after end of the stimu 
lation, and the excitation is considerably intense under the 
100-Hz stimulation (lower section in FIG. 9A). 
0129. Furthermore, FIG.9B shows records of neurons in 
the external segment of the globus pallidus (GPe) mainly 
exhibiting inhibition. Approximately half the neurons in the 
external segment of the globus pallidus (GPe) exhibit this 
pattern. For 10 stimulations at 100 Hz, even these neurons 
exhibited excitation after end of the stimulation. 

0.130. It has been found from the above-described example 
that the internal segment and the external segment of the 
globus pallidus, which are component nuclei of the basal 
ganglia, exhibit different electric activity patterns when Sub 
jected to the electric stimulation. It has also been found that 
the internal segment and the external segment of the globus 
pallidus exhibit different patterns according to the stimula 
tion form Such as the single stimulation or the repetitive 
stimulation or the frequency. It has thus been found that 
nucleus-specific electric activity patterns can be obtained by 
application of one or more types of electric stimulations. It 
has also been found that an increase in variation of the electric 
stimulation enables various electric activity patterns to 
acquired, allowing electric activity patterns to be more spe 
cifically acquired. It has also been found that the use of raster 
displays and histograms besides raw waveforms enables the 
electric activity to be characterized and that a combination of 
raw waveforms, raster displays, and histograms allows a more 
specific electric activity to be easily and accurately acquired. 

1. An apparatus for identifying a target site in the brain, 
comprising: 

one or more needle-like bases enabled to be inserted into 
the brain; 
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a first electrode having a first impedance and enabling an 
input of an electric activity of a possible target site with 
which the first electrode comes into contact; and 

a second electrode having a second impedance lower than 
the first impedance and being able to output an electric 
stimulation to the possible target site, wherein 

the first electrode is provided at a tip portion of at least one 
of the one or more bases, and the second electrode is 
provided as a pair of an anode and a cathode on a part of 
the at least one of the one or more bases at a position 
identical to a position of at least one of the first electrode 
or on a proximal side with respect to the first electrode, 
in a direction along a long axis of the base on which the 
first electrode is provided, and 

the apparatus is configured to identify the target site by 
acquiring, from the first electrode, the electric activity 
induced based on the electric stimulation output from 
the pair of the anode and the cathode as the second 
electrode. 

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, at least one electrode 
of the pair of the anode and the cathode are positioned near the 
first electrode along with the long axis of the base. 

3. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein a distance 
between the anode and the cathode of the pair electrode is at 
least 300 micrometers and at most 1000 micrometers. 

4. The apparatus according to claim 1, the second electrode 
is provided on the base provided with the first electrode at the 
tip portion. 

5. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the second 
electrode is provided within a range in which the second 
electrode is placed in the same tissue as the tissue in which the 
first electrode is placed. 

6. The apparatus according to claim 5, wherein a distance 
between the first electrode and the second electrode along a 
long axis direction of the base provided with the first elec 
trode is at most 200 micrometers. 

7. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the distance 
is at most 100 micrometers. 

8. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the target 
site is one of a component nucleus of basal ganglia or a 
thalamus. 

9. The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein the com 
ponent nucleus is one selected from the group consisting of 
the internal segment of a globus pallidus, the external seg 
ment of the globus pallidus, a putamen, a caudate nucleus, a 
Ventral striatum, a Ventral pallidum, a subthalamic nucleus, 
and a substantia nigra. 

10. An apparatus for acquiring electric activity in the brain, 
comprising: 

one or more needle-like bases enabled to be inserted into 
the brain; 

a first electrode having a first impedance and enabling an 
input of an electric activity of a possible target site with 
which the first electrode comes into contact; and 

a second electrode having a second impedance lower than 
the first impedance and being able to output an electric 
stimulation to the possible target site, wherein 

the first electrode is provided at a tip portion of at least one 
of the one or more bases, the second electrode is pro 
vided as a pair of an anode and a cathode on a part of the 
at least one of the one or more bases at a position iden 
tical to a position of at least one of the first electrode or 
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on a proximal side with respect to the first electrode, in 
a direction along along axis of the base on which the first 
electrode is provided, and 

the apparatus is configured to acquire, from the first elec 
trode, the electric activity induced based on the electric 
stimulation output from the pair of the anode and the 
cathode as the second electrode. 

11. An apparatus for stimulating a target site in the brain, 
comprising: 

one or more needle-like bases enabled to be inserted into 
the brain; 

a first electrode having a first impedance and enabling an 
input of an electric activity of a contact site; and 

a second electrode having a second impedance lower than 
the first impedance and being able to output an electric 
stimulation to the contact site or a vicinity of the contact 
site, wherein 

the first electrode is provided at a tip portion of at least one 
of the one or more bases, the second electrode is pro 
vided as a pair of an anode and a cathode on a part of the 
at least one of the one or more bases at a position iden 
tical to a position of at least one of the first electrode or 
on a proximal side with respect to the first electrode, in 
a direction along along axis of the base on which the first 
electrode is provided, and 

the apparatus identifies the target site by acquiring the 
electric activity which is induced based on the electric 
stimulation output from the second electrode and which 
is input from the first electrode and outputs the electric 
stimulation to the target site from the second electrode. 

12. An apparatus improving or treating an electric activity 
of a target site in the brain, the apparatus comprising: 

one or more needle-like bases enabled to be inserted into 
the brain; 

a first electrode having a first impedance and enabling an 
input of an electric activity of a contact site; and 

a second electrode having a second impedance lower than 
the first impedance and being able to output an electric 
stimulation to the contact site or a vicinity of the contact 
site, wherein 

the first electrode is provided at a tip portion of at least one 
of the one or more bases, the second electrode is pro 
vided as a pair of an anode and a cathode on a part of the 
at least one of the one or more bases at a position iden 
tical to a position of at least one of the first electrode or 
on a proximal side with respect to the first electrode, in 
a direction along along axis of the base on which the first 
electrode is provided, and 

the apparatus is configured to identify by acquiring, from 
the first electrode, the electric activity induced based on 
the electric stimulation output from the pair of the anode 
and the cathode as the second electrode and outputs the 
electric stimulation to the target site from the second 
electrode. 

13. An apparatus Solidifying or cauterizing of a target site 
in the brain, the apparatus comprising: 

one or more needle-like bases enabled to be inserted into 
the brain; 

a first electrode having a first impedance and enabling an 
input of an electric activity of a contact site; 

a second electrode having a second impedance lower than 
the first impedance and being able to output an electric 
stimulation to the contact site or a vicinity of the contact 
site, and 
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at least one electrode for Solidifying or cauterizing a tissue, 
wherein 

the first electrode is provided at a tip portion of at least one 
of the one or more bases, the second electrode is pro 
vided as a pair of an anode and a cathode on a part of the 
at least one of the one or more bases at a position iden 
tical to a position of at least one of the first electrode or 
on a proximal side with respect to the first electrode, in 
a direction along along axis of the base on which the first 
electrode is provided, and 

the apparatus is configured to identify the target site by 
acquiring, from the first electrode, the electric activity 
induced based on the electric stimulation output from 
the pair of the anode and the cathode as the second 
electrode and solidifies or cauterizes the target site by the 
at least one electrode for Solidifying or cauterizing. 

14. An apparatus for injecting a target site in the brain, 
comprising: 

one or more needle-like bases enabled to be inserted into 
the brain; 

a first electrode having a first impedance and enabling an 
input of an electric activity of a contact site; and 

a second electrode having a second impedance lower than 
the first impedance and being able to output an electric 
stimulation to the contact site or a vicinity of the contact 
site, wherein 

the first electrode is provided at a tip portion of at least one 
of the one or more bases, the second electrode is pro 
vided as a pair of an anode and a cathode on a part of the 
at least one of the one or more bases at a position iden 
tical to a position of at least one of the first electrode or 
on a proximal side with respect to the first electrode, in 
a direction along along axis of the base on which the first 
electrode is provided, and 

the apparatus identifies the target site by acquiring the 
electric activity which is induced based on the electric 
stimulation output from the second electrode and which 
is input from the first electrode and outputs the electric 
stimulation to the target site from the second electrode. 

15. A system for recording an electric activity in the brain, 
comprising: 

the apparatus for identifying a target site in the brain 
according to claim 1, 

an output apparatus that outputs an electric stimulation 
from the second electrode: 

an input apparatus that acquires the electric activity 
induced by the electric stimulation and recorded from 
the first electrode; and 

a control apparatus that determines whether or not an inser 
tion site of the first electrode is a preset particular tissue, 
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based on the acquired electric activity and an electric 
activity characteristic of the particular tissue. 

16. The system according to claim 15, wherein the output 
apparatus or the control apparatus controls a current value 
and/or a current waveform of the electric stimulation output 
from the second electrode. 

17. The system according to claim 15, further comprising a 
storage apparatus, the storage apparatus storing the electric 
activity characteristic of the preset particular tissue. 

18. The system according to claim 17, wherein the storage 
apparatus stores the electric activity characteristic of the pre 
set particular tissue. 

19. The system according to claim 15, further comprising a 
display apparatus that displays the electric activity received 
from the first electrode. 

20. The system according to claim 15, wherein the target 
site is the internal segment or external segment of globus 
pallidus. 

21. A method for operating a system for acquiring electric 
activity, the system including: 

the apparatus for identifying a target site in the brain 
according to claim 1, 

an output apparatus that outputs an electric stimulation 
from the second electrode: 

an input apparatus that acquires the electric activity 
induced by the electric stimulation and recorded from 
the first electrode; and 

a control apparatus, 
the method comprising: 
the output apparatus outputting the electric stimulation to 

an insertion site of the first electrode or a vicinity of the 
insertion site from the pair of the anode and cathode 
electrodes, and 

the input apparatus acquiring the electric activity induced 
by the electric stimulation and recorded from the first 
electrode. 

22. A method for improving or treating an electric activity 
of a target site in the brain, 

the method, in use of the apparatus for identifying a target 
site in the brain according to claim 1, executing: 

a step of identifying the target site by acquiring the electric 
activity which is induced based on the electric stimula 
tion output from the second electrode and which is input 
from the first electrode; and 

a step of outputting the electric stimulation to the target site 
by the second electrode. 

23. (canceled) 


